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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention relates to a method in a cellular com 
munication system, for avoiding errors in a HARQ process, 
Wherein an NDI ?ag is used both for indicating either semi 
persistent scheduling, SPS activation or SPS retransmissions, 
and also for indicating, by toggling of the ?ag, a neW trans 
mission in dynamic scheduling mode. The method comprises 
the steps of receiving, in a scheduling message, an indication 
that dynamically scheduled transmission Will take place; if a 
semi persistent resource has occurred for the same HARQ 
process since a previously received indication for dynami 
cally scheduled transmission, then considering the NDI ?ag 
to be toggled regardless of the value of the NDI ?ag. Thus, if 
the condition is ful?lled, a UE Will alWays regard the NDI ?ag 
as indicating or requesting a neW data transmission. 
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METHOD AND ARRANGEMENT IN A 
TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims the bene?t of US. Provi 
sional Application No. 61/098,422, ?led Sep. 19, 2008, and 
International Application No. PCT/ SE2009/ 050855, ?led Jul. 
2, 2009, the disclosures of Which are incorporated herein by 
reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] The present invention relates to HARQ processes 
used for both semi-persistent scheduling and dynamically 
scheduled transmissions. 

BACKGROUND 

[0003] In order to achieve e?icient link utiliZation, modern 
radio interface protocols support Hybrid Automatic Repeat 
request (HARQ). A HARQ transmission is characteriZed by 
transmitting a channel-encoded (e.g., by using a Turbo Code) 
data unit to the receiver. The receiver replies With a feedback 
signal that indicates either the successful reception (ACK) or 
the unsuccessful reception (NACK) In case of a received 
NACK, the data sender retransmits the same or another so 
called redundancy version of the same data unit. The HARQ 
receiver soft-combines all received redundancy versions for 
the particular data unit. For each terminal there is one HARQ 
entity in the transmitting unit, eg a base station such as an 
eNodeB and one HARQ entity in the receiving unit, e. g. a user 
equipment, UE. Each HARQ entity hosts of a number of 
parallel HARQ processes. 
[0004] The LTE radio access is intended to use scheduled 
transmission, i.e., shared transmission resources can be 
assigned to users on a very short time scale. The scheduler 
deciding on the resource allocation for uplink transmission is 
located in the base station. The main mode of operation for the 
scheduler in LTE is assumed to be dynamic scheduling 
Whereby the base station transmits scheduling messages, i.e. 
uplink grants or doWnlink assignments, to the UEs to indicate 
Which physical resources they have been allocated for uplink 
transmission and doWnlink reception. The base station also 
indicates hoW the data transmission shall be coded and modu 
lated in both uplink and doWnlink. For doWnlink, Where an 
asynchronous HARQ is assumed, information comprising 
HARQ process id and redundancy version is included on a 
control channel as part of the scheduling assignment. Since 
for the uplink a synchronous HARQ protocol is assumed, the 
employed HARQ process ID and the redundancy version are 
coupled to the transmission timing. Thus this information is 
neither sent in the uplink grant nor in parallel to the uplink 
transmission on an uplink control channel. Instead, both 
sender and receiver can derive process ID and redundancy 
version from the transmission status. 
[0005] The LTE MAC speci?cation supports tWo different 
scheduling modes. Dynamic scheduling is the mode in Which 
each initial (new) transmission of data is indicated via a 
control channel (PDCCH, Physical DoWnlink Control Chan 
nel) Semi-persistent scheduling (SPS) is the mode in Which 
each initial (new) transmission is made on pre-assigned 
resources, i.e. the radio resources are knoWn in the time and 
frequency domain. 
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[0006] The SPS technique thus makes assignments (doWn 
link data transmission) or grants (uplink data transmission) 
for the ?rst transmission of data super?uous and thus saves 
control signaling resources. 
[0007] The dynamic scheduling requires relatively much 
signaling overhead. In order to reduce this overhead, it has 
been decided in 3GPP to support so called semi-persistent 
scheduling (SPS). In SPS the periodicity of a scheduling grant 
(uplink) or scheduling assignment (doWnlink) is con?gured 
via an RRC, Radio Resource Control, protocol. The SPS is 
started by transmitting a grant/assignment on the PDCCH. 
[0008] In LTE the identi?cation of UEs on the PDCCH is 
done by reusing the CRCr Cyclic Redundancy Check r bits. 
The UE identity (typically C-RNTI) is scrambled With the 
CRC such that When a message is transmitted on PDCCH 
only the UE that de-scrambles With the correct C-RNTI Will 
have a successful CRC. Other UEs Will scramble With a 
different C-RNTI and their CRC Will not be successful. Thus 
they Will discard the command on the PDCCH. For SPS a 
separate C-RNTI is used, the SPS C-RNTI. Thus the UE can 
distinguish if a received assignment/ grant on the PDCCH is a 
dynamic grant/assignment or a semi persistent grant/assign 
ment based on Which C-RNTI is used. The base station is 
responsible for assigning the different C-RNTIs uniquely to 
the UEs. 
[0009] Semi-persistent scheduling operation thus has the 
folloWing characteristics: 
[0010] Con?guration of SPS is done via the RRC protocol 

r i.e' r the resources that might be used for neW transmis 

sions (opposed to HARQ retransmissions) are con?gured. 
[0011] If SPS is con?gured r the actual activation is done 
With a PDCCH message. Thus r a PDCCH signal is used to 
activate the SPS resource usage With the RRC-con?gured 
parameters. 

[0012] NeW HARQ transmissions are transmitted at the 
given SPS resource allocations. 

[0013] Required retransmissions are dynamically sched 
uled (but still the HARQ process is a semi-persistent pro 
cess. This should not be confused With a dynamic HARQ 
transmission Where the ?rst transmission is dynamically 
scheduled) i.e., a PDCCH message is used to indicate the 
retransmission. 

[0014] A HARQ process used for semi-persistent schedul 
ing can still be used for dynamically scheduled transmission, 
i.e., a certain HARQ process is not tied to either SPS or 
dynamic scheduling. For example, if a dynamic HARQ pro 
cess is still on-going and a PDCCH SPS activation is received 
(indicated by the SPS C-RNTI), the dynamic process is ter 
minated and the SPS HARQ process overrides existing data, 
and since the transmission is made on pre-assigned resources, 
no PDCCH message is sent for the subsequent SPS transmis 
sion that folloWs the SPS activation. On the other hand, if an 
SPS process is in use and a dynamic HARQ transmission is 
scheduled (indicated by the C-RNTI), a PDCCH message 
must be sent. The PDCCH message, comprising a scheduling 
message, i.e. an uplink Grant or a doWnlink Assignment, 
includes a ?eld denoted as NDI (NeW Data Indicator). The 
?eld siZe is currently 1 bit. The NDI bit is an important 
indicator to resolve HARQ error cases and has been originally 
introduced for the dynamic scheduling mode. For dynamic 
scheduling, i.e. Where the ?rst transmission is dynamically 
scheduled, the NDI bit is toggled With each neW transmission. 
Thus the value can be either 0 or 1 for a neW transmission and 
it Will remain the same value for corresponding HARQ 
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retransmissions for a speci?c MAC Protocol Data Unit, PDU. 
For doWnlink transmission this alloWs the UE to detect 
Whether a neW HARQ transmission starts or Whether a 
retransmission is to be expected. 
[0015] Consequently, it either ?ushes the HARQ buffer (in 
case of a neW transmission) or it attempts to soft-combine the 
retransmission With the existing content in the soft-buffer. 
[0016] For uplink transmission the NDI indicates if the UE 
is expected to perform a retransmission of the previously 
transmitted data or if it shall ?ush the process and obtain neW 
data from higher layers for transmission in the dynamically 
assigned resource. However, it has been decided that SPS 
activation Will use the value NDIIO and SPS retransmissions 
Will use the value NDIII in the corresponding PDCCH signal. 
Thus, there exist tWo different interpretations of the NDI bit 
depending on the RNTI value used for addressing a User 
Equipment, UE, on the PDDCH. If the SPS C-RNTI is used, 
the NDI determines Whether SPS Will be activated or Whether 
a retransmission is sent. 

[0017] For dynamically scheduled HARQ processes, the 
NDI has a different meaning as previously explained. The 
decision to use the NDI bit for SPS activation and retransmis 
sion indication for SPS leads to problems, since a neW inter 
pretation is introduced. 
[0018] When a HARQ process associated With SPS 
resources should be temporarily used by a dynamically 
scheduled HARQ transmission, the NDI value can not be 
applied as in the case Where the HARQ process is exclusively 
scheduled dynamically. 
[0019] Since the NDI bit is stored in relation to the HARQ 
process and the HARQ process can be either an SPS process 
or a dynamically scheduled process, the current speci?cation 
Would lead to an erroneous behavior since the NDI relating to 
SPS Would be interpreted in the context of the dynamic 
HARQ process, When the ?rst dynamically scheduled HARQ 
transmission takes place in a process that has been used based 
on SPS resources before. 

SUMMARY 

[0020] It is the object of this invention to mitigate the above 
mentioned problems. 
[0021] One aspect of the invention relates to a method in a 
user equipment, UE, in connection With a base station in a 
cellular communication system, for avoiding errors in a 
HARQ process, Wherein an NDI ?ag is used both for indicat 
ing either semi-persistent scheduling, SPS, activation or SPS 
retransmissions, and for indicating, by toggling of the ?ag, a 
neW transmission in dynamic scheduling mode. The method 
comprises the steps of: 

[0022] receiving, in a scheduling message, an indication 
that a dynamically scheduled transmission Will take 
place; 

[0023] if a semi persistent resource has occurred for the 
same HARQ process since a previously received indi 
cation for dynamically scheduled transmission, then 
considering the NDI ?ag to be toggled regardless of the 
value of the NDI ?ag. 

[0024] Thus, according to an embodiment of the invention, 
a previous dynamically scheduled NDI value, received before 
the HARQ process Was used for Semi Persistent Scheduling, 
SPS, is ignored by the UE, Whereby any NDI value, received 
in a ?rst indication for dynamic scheduling of a transmission 
after the HARQ process has been used for SPS, is adopted, 
Whereby the NDI ?ag is regarded as toggled. 
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[0025] Said scheduling message may comprise an uplink 
grant, by means of Which the base station requests a neW data 
transmission from the UE. The UE may use one of the fol 
loWing as an indication that dynamically scheduled transmis 
sion Will take place: the scheduling message is addressed to 
the C-RNTI or to the Temporary C-RNTI, or Was received in 
a Random Access response. 

[0026] Said scheduling message may alternatively com 
prise a doWnlink assignment, by means of Which the base 
station indicates a neW data transmission to the UE. The UE 
may use one of the folloWing as an indication that dynami 
cally scheduled transmission Will take place: the scheduling 
message is addressed to the C-RNTI or to the Temporary 
C-RNTI, or to the RA-RNTI, i.e. the Random Access RNTI. 
[0027] The UE may receive the scheduling message on a 
Physical DoWnlink Control Channel, PDCCH. 
[0028] A second aspect of the invention relates to a User 
Equipment, UE, connectable to a base station in a cellular 
communication system, said UE being con?gured to avoid 
errors in a HARQ process, in Which an NDI ?ag is used both 
for indicating either semi-persistent scheduling, SPS, activa 
tion or SPS retransmissions, and for indicating, by toggling of 
the ?ag, a neW transmission in dynamic scheduling mode. 
The UE comprises 
[0029] a transceiver unit con?gured to receive, in a sched 

uling message, an indication that dynamically scheduled 
transmission Will take place 

[0030] a processing unit con?gured to check if a semi per 
sistent resource has occurred for the same HARQ process 
since a previously received indication for dynamically 
scheduled transmission and to consider the NDI ?ag to be 
toggled regardless of the value of the NDI ?ag if said 
condition is ful?lled. 

[0031] A third aspect of the invention relates to a method in 
a base station in connection With a UE in a cellular commu 
nication system, for avoiding errors in a HARQ process, 
Wherein an NDI ?ag is used both for indicating semi-persis 
tent scheduling, SPS, activation and SPS retransmissions and 
for indicating, by toggling of the ?ag, a neW transmission in 
dynamic scheduling mode. The method comprises the steps 
of 

[0032] indicating, in a scheduling message to the UE that 
dynamically scheduled transmission Will take place; 

[0033] if a semi persistent resource has occurred for the 
same HARQ process since a previous indication to the 
UE for dynamically scheduled transmission, then set 
ting the NDI ?ag to any value and considering the NDI 
?ag to be toggled regardless of the value of the NDI ?ag. 

[0034] Thus, according to this embodiment, the method 
performed by the base station comprises the step of setting the 
NDI ?ag to Oor l or an arbitrary value, Whereby the UE Will 
regard the NDI value as toggled, independent of the value of 
the ?ag. 
[0035] A fourth aspect of the invention relates to a base 
station connectable With a UE in a cellular communication 
system, con?gured to avoid errors in a HARQ process, the 
base station being con?gured to use, in a HARQ process in 
communication With a UE, an NDI ?ag both for indicating 
either semi-persistent scheduling, SPS, activation or SPS 
retransmissions, and for indicating, by toggling of the ?ag, a 
neW transmission in dynamic scheduling mode. The base 
station comprises a scheduling unit con?gured to schedule a 
dynamic transmission; 
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[0036] a transceiver unit con?gured to transmit in a sched 
uling message to said UE, an indication that dynamically 
scheduled transmission will take place; 

[0037] a processing unit con?gured to check if a semi per 
sistent resource has occurred for the same HARQ process 
since a previous indication to the UE for dynamically 
scheduled transmission and to set the NDI ?ag to any value 
and consider the NDI ?ag to be toggled regardless of the 
value of the NDI ?ag if said condition is ful?lled. 

[0038] The base station may for example be an eNodeB. 
Thus, said base station comprises in this embodiment means 
for setting a value of the ?ag (NDI) in a ?rst decision for 
dynamic scheduling after the HARQ process has been used 
for SPS to 0 or 1 or an arbitrary value. 

[0039] According to embodiments of the invention applied 
in downlink, a User Equipment (U E) performs the check for 
the previous usage of the HARQ process, whereby the risk 
that the HARQ receiver might interpret a new transmission as 
a retransmission, which could lead to errors, is avoided. Other 
objects, advantages and novel features of the invention will 
become apparent from the following detailed description of 
the invention when considered in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings and claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0040] The foregoing and other objects, features and 
advantages of the invention will be apparent from the follow 
ing detailed description of preferred embodiments as illus 
trated in the drawings. 
[0041] FIG. 1 shows a ?owchart for downlink according to 
an embodiment performed by a UE; 
[0042] FIG. 2 shows a ?owchart for uplink according to an 
embodiment performed by a UE; 
[0043] FIG. 3 shows a ?owchart for downlink according to 
an embodiment performed by a base station; 
[0044] FIG. 4 shows a ?owchart for uplink according to an 
embodiment performed by a base station; 
[0045] FIG. 5 shows a schematic illustration of a User 
Equipment according to an embodiment of the invention. 
[0046] FIG. 6 shows a schematic illustration of a base sta 
tion according to an embodiment of the invention. 
[0047] FIG. 7 shows a ?owchart for downlink according to 
an alternative embodiment performed by a UE; 
[0048] FIG. 8 shows a ?owchart for downlink according to 
an alternative embodiment performed by a base station; 
[0049] FIG. 9 shows a ?owchart for uplink according to an 
alternative embodiment performed by a base station; 
[0050] FIG. 10 shows a ?owchart for uplink according to an 
alternative embodiment performed by a UE. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0051] The present invention can be exempli?ed in the 
following non-limiting description of embodiments of the 
invention. 
[0052] A solution to the problem of having two different 
interpretations of the NDI bit depending on the C-RNTI value 
used for addressing a User Equipment, UE, is to ignore the 
previous dynamically scheduled NDI value, to adopt any NDI 
received in a ?rst PDCCH message for dynamic scheduling 
after the HARQ process has been used for SPS and to inter 
pret it as new transmission attempt rather than a retransmis 
sion. 
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[0053] An additional condition that is required to avoid 
HARQ errors is that the PDCCH message is the ?rst PDCCH 
message for dynamic scheduling after SPS deactivation. 
[0054] It is possible to start either with a speci?c NDI 
value/e.g. always 1 or always O/or an arbitrary value of 0 and 
l 

[0055] It is foreseen that the DE checks whether the NDI 
value in the received PDCCH downlink assignment or uplink 
grant was incremented (assuming a modulo 2 operation) or, 
equivalently, toggled compared to the previous value. That is, 
the received NDI value has been to ggled when the NDI value 
is l or 0 compared to a previous value of 0 or 1, respectively. 

[0056] According to the embodiment of the invention 
described above, this check is only performed when the 
HARQ process was occupied in the previous transmission by 
a dynamically scheduled transmission. If, on the other hand, 
the resources have been previously used for a semi-persistent 
transmission and now it is detected that a dynamic transmis 
sion shall be performed, then the UE should, according to this 
embodiment of the invention, consider the NDI value as 
toggled (regardless of the NDI value in the received PDCCH 
assignment or grant) and for the uplink case perform a new 
transmission, and for the downlink case, treat the received 
transmission as a new transmission. 

[0057] This embodiment could be implemented according 
to the following: 

[0058] For downlink: 

DL Assignment Reception 

[0059] Downlink assignments transmitted on the PDCCH 
indicate if there is a transmission on the DL-SCH for a par 
ticular UE and provide the relevant HARQ information. 
[0060] When the UE has a C-RNTI, Semi-Persistent 
Scheduling CRNTI, or Temporary C-RNTI, the UE shall for 
each TTI during Active Time, for each TTI when a 

[0061] Random Access Response or contention Resolution 
is expected and for each TTI for which a DL assignment has 
been con?gured: 
[0062] if a downlink assignment for this TTI has been 

received on the POOCH for the UE’s C-RNTI, or Tempo 
rary C-RNTI: 

[0063] if a Semi Persistent resource has occurred for the 
same HARQ process since the previous received downlink 
assignment for the UEs C-RNTI; consider the NE to be 
toggled regardless of the value of the NDI; 

[0064] indicate the presence of a downlink assignment and 
deliver the associated HARQ information to the HARQ 
entity for this TTI. 

[0065] For downlink there are in principle three ways an 
SPS resource can occur, namely 

[0066] a DL assignment for a UE’s Semi Persistent 
Scheduling RNTI indicating a new SPS transmission, 
has been received, thus a Semi Persistent Scheduling 
resource is (re-) con?gured/activated; 

[0067] a DL assignment for a Les Semi Persistent Sched 
uling C-RNTI indicating a Semi Persistent Scheduling 
HARQ retransmission; 

[0068] the recurrence of a con?gured SPS downlink 
assignment and the associated SPS resource occurring 
according to the periodicity of a scheduling downlink 
assignment after the (re-) con?guration/activation. 
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[0069] For uplink: 

Grant Reception 

[0070] In order to transmit on the UL-SCH the UP must 
have a valid uplink grant (except for non--adaptive HARQ 
retransmissions) Which it may receive dynamically on the 
PDCCH or in a Random Access Response or or Which may be 
con?gured semi -persistently. To perform requested transmis 
sions, the MAC layer receives HARQ information from loWer 
layers. When the UP has a C-RNTI, Semi-Persistent Sched 
uling C-RNTI, or Temporary C-RNTI, the UP shall for each 
TTI: 

[0071] if an uplink grant for this TTI has been received 
on the PDCCH for the UE’s C-RNTI, Semi-Persistent 
Scheduling C-RNTI or Temporary C-RNTI; or 

[0072] if an uplink grant for this TTI has been received in 
a Random Access 

[0073] Response: 
[0074] if a Semi Persistent resource has occurred for the 
same HARQ process since the previous received uplink 
grant for the UEs C-RNTI: 
[0075] consider the NDI to be toggled regardless of 

the value of the NDI; 
[0076] deliver the uplink grant and the associated 
HARQ information to the HARQ entity for this TTI. 

[0077] Also for uplink there are in principle three Ways an 
SPS resource can occur, namely 

[0078] an UL grant for a UE’s Semi Persistent Schedul 
ing CRNTI indicating a neW SPS transmission, has been 
received, thus a Semi Persistent Scheduling resource is 
(re-) con?gured/activated; 

[0079] an UL grant for a UE’s Semi Persistent Schedul 
ing CRNTI indicating a Semi Persistent Scheduling 
HARQ retransmission; 

[0080] the recurrence of a con?gured SPS uplink grant 
and the associated SPS resource occurring according to 
the periodicity of a scheduling uplink grant after the (re) 
con?guration/activation. 

[0081] According to the current E-UTRA standard speci? 
cation for the MAC protocol, TS 36.321 v8.2.0, the identi?er 
that a dynamic transmission shall be performed is the 
C-RNTI (Cell Radio Network Temporary Identity), Tempo 
rary C-RNTI or RARNTI value. 

[0082] If, on the other hand, the SPS C-RNTI is received, a 
retransmission for the semi-persistent process shall be per 
formed. HARQ is asynchronous in doWnlink, meaning that 
the scheduler is free to schedule any HARQ process at any 
given point in time. Therefore it has to signal the HARQ 
process ID. 
[0083] In uplink the HARQ is synchronous, meaning that 
the HARQ process has a timing pattern. Thus the HARQ 
process ID is knoWn Without PDCCH signaling. 
[0084] FIG. 1 shoWs an embodiment of the invention for 
doWnlink performed by a UE. In a ?rst step, the UE receives 
a DL assignment on PDCCH. The RNTI that is used for this 
assignment indicates a dynamically scheduled transmission. 
The HARQ process ID is included in the PDCCH assignment 
and the UE retrieves it from there and selects the correct 
process. If the previous reception, HARQ process Was on an 
SPS resource, RX, for the particular then the UE regards the 
NDI ?ag as toggled, meaning that the received transmission is 
treated as a neW transmission. 

[0085] FIG. 2 shoWs an embodiment of the invention for 
uplink performed by a UE. In a ?rst step, an UL grant is 
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received on the PDCCH. The RNTI that is used for this grant 
indicates a dynamically scheduled transmission. The HARQ 
process ID is coupled to the timing of the grant and the UE 
knoWs Which process it should use at a given TTI, Transmis 
sion Time Interval. If the previous transmission, TX, for the 
particular HARQ process Was on an SPS resource, then the 
UE regards the NDI ?ag as toggled and in the next step 
indicates uplink grant and HARQ information to the HARQ 
entity for the TTI in question. 
[0086] FIG. 3 shoWs an embodiment of the invention for 
doWnlink performed by a base station. In a ?rst step, a 
dynamic doWnlink transmission is scheduled. The RNTI that 
is used for the doWnlink assignment to the UE indicates a 
dynamically scheduled transmission. If the previous trans 
mission, TX, for the particular HARQ process Was on an SPS 
resource, then the NDI value is set to either 1 or 0, or an 
arbitrary value of 0 and l . Thereafter the base station proceeds 
With the transmission of doWnlink assignment and HARQ 
transmission. 
[0087] FIG. 4 shoWs an embodiment of the invention for 
uplink performed by a base station. In a ?rst step, a dynamic 
uplink transmission is scheduled. The RNTI that is used for 
the uplink grant indicates a dynamically scheduled transmis 
sion. If the previous reception, RX, for the particular HARQ 
process Was on an SPS resource, then the NDI value is set to 
either 1 or 0, or an arbitrary value of 0 and l. Thereafter the 
base station proceeds With uplink grant transmission. In the 
embodiments shoWn in FIGS. 3 and 4, the base station thus 
adopts the set NDI value as status for the respective HARQ 
process such that it is able to send the same value again if a 
retransmission is requested. For that purpose the base station 
stores the NDI value as part of the HARQ status information. 

[0088] FIG. 5 illustrates schematically a user equipment 
500 according to an embodiment of the invention, comprising 
a transceiver 510, via Which the UE receives a doWnlink 
assignment or an uplink grant from the base station that the 
UE is connected to. The UE can for example receive such 
messages on a Physical DoWnlink Control Channel, PDCCH. 
A processing unit 520 is con?gured to check if a semi persis 
tent resource has occurred for the particular HARQ process 
since a previously received doWnlink assignment or uplink 
grant. The processing unit is furthermore con?gured to con 
sider the NDI ?ag that is included in the doWnlink assignment 
or uplink grant to be toggled regardless of the value of the 
NDI ?ag if said condition is ful?lled. Thus, by considering the 
NDI ?ag as toggled, the UE Will for the doWnlink case treat a 
received HARQ transmission as a neW transmission. For the 
uplink case, the UE Will indicate uplink grant and deliver the 
associated HARQ information to the HARQ entity for this 
TTI. Thus, the UE comprises in this embodiment means for 
adopting a value of the ?ag (NDI) received in a ?rst indication 
for dynamic scheduling after the HARQ process has been 
used for SPS, and means for regarding said NDI ?ag as 
toggled. 
[0089] FIG. 6 illustrates schematically a base station 600 
according to an embodiment of the invention, adapted to 
communicate With one or more user equipments, UEs. The 
base station comprises a scheduling unit 601 con?gured to 
schedule a dynamic uplink or doWnlink transmission from or 
to a UE connected to said base station. The base station 
furthermore comprises a transceiver unit 610 con?gured to 
transmit in a doWnlink assignment or an uplink grant to said 
UE, an indication that a dynamically scheduled transmission 
Will take place. A processing unit 620 is con?gured to check 
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if a semi persistent resource has occurred for the particular 
HARQ process since a previously received doWnlink assign 
ment or uplink grant and to set an NDI value that the UE (500) 
Will regard as toggled regardless of the value of the NDI ?ag 
if said condition is ful?lled. 
[0090] An alternative solution to the problem of having tWo 
different interpretations of the NDI bit depending on the 
RNTI value used for addressing a User Equipment, UE, could 
be to store the last NDI value of the last dynamically sched 
uled transmission attempt at the receiver and the sender side 
for as long as the process is associated With a semi-persistent 
resource allocation. After using the HARQ process for semi 
persistent scheduling, the stored NDI value needs to be 
retrieved When the SPS usage is revoked and dynamic sched 
uling is applied, such that a dynamically scheduled HARQ 
transmission should take place. Thus, according to this 
embodiment, the dynamic NDI value needs to be stored at 
both the sender and receiver, and retrieved When the HARQ 
process is for the ?rst time used as dynamic process after it 
has been used by SPS before. FIG. 7 shoWs this alternative 
embodiment of the invention for doWnlink performed by a 
UE. The UE receives a DL assignment on PDCCH in a ?rst 
step. The HARQ process ID is included in the PDCCH 
assignment and the DE retrieves it from there and selects the 
correct process. 

[0091] If the previous reception, RX, for the particular 
HARQ process Was on an SPS resource, then the UE retrieves 
the stored dynamic NDI value from a memory before the last 
step Where it indicates doWnlink assignment and HARQ 
information to the HARQ process for the TTI in question. 
[0092] FIG. 8 shoWs this alternative embodiment of the 
invention for doWnlink performed by a base station such as an 
eNodeB. In a ?rst step, a dynamic doWnlink transmission is 
scheduled. If the previous transmission, TX, for the particular 
HARQ process Was on an SPS resource, then the base station 
retrieve a stored dynamic NDI value from a memory and 
thereafter proceeds With doWnlink assignment and HARQ 
transmission. 
[0093] FIG. 9 shoWs this alternative embodiment of the 
invention for uplink performed by a base station. In a ?rst 
step, a dynamic uplink transmission is scheduled. If the pre 
vious reception, RX, for the particular HARQ process Was on 
an SPS resource, then the base station retrieves a stored 
dynamic NDI value from a memory and thereafter proceeds 
With uplink grant transmission. 
[0094] Thus, the method performed by the base station 
according to this alternative embodiment comprises the step 
of storing the last NDI value that is used for dynamic sched 
uling for as long as the process is associated With a semi 
persistent resource allocation. The stored NDI value is 
retrieved When the SPS usage is revoked and dynamic sched 
uling is applied. 
[0095] FIG. 10 shoWs this alternative embodiment of the 
invention for uplink performed by a UE. The UE receives an 
UL grant on PDCCH in a ?rst step. The HARQ process ID is 
included in the PDCCH grant and the UE retrieves it from 
there and selects the correct process. If the previous transmis 
sion, TX, for the particular HARQ process Was on an SPS 
resource, then the UE retrieves the stored dynamic NDI value 
from a memory before the last step Where it indicates uplink 
grant and HARQ information to the HARQ process for the 
TTI in question. A UE may in said alternative embodiment 
comprise means such as a memory for storing the value of the 
?ag (NDI) for as long as the HARQ process is associated With 
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a semi-persistent resource allocation and means such as a 
processing unit for retrieving the stored NDI value When the 
SPS usage is revoked and dynamic scheduling is applied. 
[0096] A base station according said alternative embodi 
ment may comprise means for storing the value of the ?ag 
(NDI) for as long as the HARQ process is associated With a 
semi-persistent resource allocation and means for retrieving 
the stored NDI value When the SPS usage is revoked and 
dynamic scheduling is applied. 
[0097] Yet another alternative solution to the problem 
Would be to separate the HARQ processes for SPS and 
dynamic scheduling in a Way that they still use the same 
HARQ process ID, but that the respective RNTIs, i.e. the SPS 
C-RNTI or the C-RNTI, are used as additional pointers to the 
realiZation of the HARQ process, either for SPS or for 
dynamic scheduling. This includes that state variables 
belonging to each HARQ process are treated independent of 
each other. In essence, the instances of the tWo HARQ pro 
cesses could be operated simultaneously and independently 
of each other. For example, there Would be both an SP-NDI 
variable and a normal NDI variable for dynamic scheduling. 
Similarly, the soft buffer of both processes Would be used 
independently. 
[0098] The present invention may be carried out in other 
Ways than those speci?cally set forth herein Without depart 
ing from essential characteristics of the invention. The 
present embodiments are to be considered in all respects as 
illustrative and not restrictive 

Abbreviations 

[0099] PDCCHiPhysical DoWnlink Control Channel 
[01 00] HARQiHybrid ARQ 
[0101] SPS C-RNTIiSemi-Persistent Scheduling Cell 
Radio NetWork Temporary Identi?er 
[0102] RA-RNTIiRandom Access Identi?er Radio Net 
Work Temporary 
[0103] C-RNTI4Cell Radio NetWork Temporary Identi 
?er 
[0104] NDIiNeW Data Indicator 
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What is claimed: 
1. A method in a user equipment, UE, in connection With a 

base station in a cellular communication system, for avoiding 
errors in a HARQ process, Wherein an NDI ?ag is used both 
for indicating either semi-persistent scheduling, SPS, activa 
tion or SPS retransmissions, and for indicating, by toggling of 
the ?ag, a neW transmission in dynamic scheduling mode, 
comprising the steps of 

receiving, in a scheduling message, an indication that 
dynamically scheduled transmission Will take place; 

if a semi persistent resource has occurred for the same 
HARQ process since a previously received indication 
for dynamically scheduled transmission, then consider 
ing the NDI ?ag to be toggled regardless of the value of 
the NDI ?ag. 

2. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said sched 
uling message comprises an uplink grant, by means of Which 
the base station requests a neW data transmission from the UE. 

3. The method according to claim 2, Wherein the UE uses 
one of the folloWing as an indication that dynamically sched 
uled transmission Will take place: the scheduling message is 
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addressed to the C-RNTI or to the Temporary C-RNTI, or Was 
received in a Random Access response. 

4. The method according to claim 1, Wherein said sched 
uling message comprises a doWnlink assignment, by means 
of Which the base station indicates a neW data transmission to 
the UE. 

5. The method according to claim 4, Wherein the UE uses 
one of the following as an indication that dynamically sched 
uled transmission Will take place: the scheduling message is 
addressed to the C-RNTI or to the Temporary C-RNTI, or to 
the RA-RNTI, i.e. the Random Access RNTI. 

6. The method according to any of the preceding claims, 
Wherein the UE receives the scheduling message on a Physi 
cal DoWnlink Control Channel, PDCCH. 

7. A User Equipment, UE, (500) connectable to a base 
station in a cellular communication system, said UE being 
con?gured to avoid errors in a HARQ process, in Which an 
NDI ?ag is used both for indicating either semi-persistent 
scheduling, SPS, activation or SPS retransmissions, and for 
indicating, by toggling of the ?ag, a neW transmission in 
dynamic scheduling mode, comprising: 

a transceiver unit (510) con?gured to receive, in a sched 
uling mes sage, an indication that dynamically scheduled 
transmission Will take place; 
a processing unit (520) con?gured to check if a semi 

persistent resource has occurred for the same HARQ 
process since a previously received indication for 
dynamically scheduled transmission and to consider 
the NDI ?ag to be toggled regardless of the value of 
the NDI ?ag if said condition is ful?lled. 

8. The UE according to claim 7, Wherein said scheduling 
message comprises an uplink grant, by means of Which the 
base station requests a neW data transmission from the UE. 

9. The method according to claim 8, Wherein the UE is 
con?gured to use one of the folloWing as an indication that 
dynamically scheduled transmission Will take place: 

the scheduling message is addressed to the C-RNTI or to 
the Temporary C-RNTI, or Was received in a Random 
Access response. 

10. The method according to claim 7, Wherein said sched 
uling message comprises a doWnlink assignment, by means 
of Which the base station indicates a neW data transmission to 
the UE. 

11. The method according to claim 10, Wherein the UE is 
con?gured to use one of the folloWing as an indication that 
dynamically scheduled transmission Will take place: 

the scheduling message is addressed to the C-RNTI or to 
the Temporary C-RNTI, or to the RA-RNTI, i.e. the 
Random Access RNTI. 
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12. The UE according to any of claims 7-11, Wherein the 
transceiver unit (510) is con?gured to receive the scheduling 
message on a Physical DoWnlink Control Channel, PDCCH. 

13. A method in a base station in connection With a UE in 
a 15 cellular communication system, for avoiding errors in a 
HARQ process, Wherein an NDI ?ag is used both for indicat 
ing semi-persistent scheduling, SPS, activation and SPS 
retransmissions and for indicating, by toggling of the ?ag, a 
neW transmission in dynamic scheduling mode, comprising 
the steps of 

indicating, in a scheduling message to the UE that dynami 
cally scheduled transmission Will take place; 
if a semi persistent resource has occurred for the same 
HARQ process since a previous indication to the UE 
for dynamically scheduled transmission, then setting 
the NDI ?ag to any value and adopting this value as 
status for the HARQ process in question. 

14. The method according to claim 13, Wherein the step of 
setting the NDI value comprises setting a speci?c NDI, such 
as always 1 or alWays 0. 

15. The method according to claim 13, Wherein the step of 
setting the NDI value comprises setting an arbitrary value of 
0 and l. 

16. A base station (600) connectable With a UE in a cellular 
communication system, con?gured to avoid errors in a 
HARQ process, the base station being con?gured to use, in a 
HARQ process in communication With a UE (500), an NDI 
?ag both for indicating either semi-persistent scheduling, 
SPS, activation or SPS retransmissions, and for indicating, by 
toggling of the ?ag, a neW transmission in dynamic schedul 
ing mode, said base station comprising 

a scheduling unit (601) con?gured to schedule a dynamic 
transmission; 

a transceiver unit (610) con?gured to transmit in a sched 
uling message to said UE, an indication that dynamically 
scheduled transmission Will take place; 

a processing unit (620) con?gured to check if a semi per 
sistent resource has occurred for the same HARQ pro 
cess since a previous indication to the UE for dynami 
cally scheduled transmission and to set the NDI ?ag to 
any value and adopt this value as status for the HARQ 
process in question if said condition is ful?lled. 

17. The base station according to claim 16, Wherein the 
processing unit is con?gured to alWays set a speci?c NDI, 
such as always 1 or alWays 0. 

18. The base station according to claim 16, Wherein the 
processing unit is con?gured to set the NDI value to an 
arbitrary value of 0 and l. 

* * * * * 
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